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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10305.04 Intelligence Part 4
Host SM-Trish says:
The CTO, FCO, and Assistant CNS Henderson are with Amy, the storekeeper on a vacant Starbase 33.  Amy is now ignoring the CTO due to his rude manners.
Host SM-Trish says:
The only senior officers left onboard the Cherokee are the TO, CNS and CMO.
Host SM-Trish says:
OPS is trying to find her missing crew as she has been left in charge.
Host Amy says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Amy says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#::Crouched down outside of house, looking at items strewn about.::
FCO_Knight says:
@::now in the backroom with the CNS and Amy where he yells out::  CTO:  Sir, you might want to come back here.
Ensign_Henderson says:
@::standing with the FCO and CTO and begins walking over to where Amy is::
Host Amy says:
@::ignoring the rude CTO, continuing her chores in the shop::
CMO_Brabas says:
::Heads out from office and walks toward miss T'Kern, he reads on PADD some data::
OPS_Nash says:
::sitting on the Bridge, sitting in the Captain's chair::
CNS_Selar says:
::is in the Turbo Lift heading for the Bridge, happy she is back::
CTO_Worthington says:
@::watching, waiting to see what the FCO and Ens. learn:: FCO/Ens.: Just remember, don't drink anything.
CSO_Nash says:
$ :: On the beach continuing to run scans.::
EO_Valentine says:
$::looks up at the Captain:: CO: So what else do we do here?
Ensign_Henderson says:
@::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Why not, sir?
CTO_Worthington says:
@FCO: What's up?:: moves back into the shop::
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Sir I am not sure what is wrong with him.  His scans keep fluxuating.
CEO_Terumo says:
$::stands by his crewmates looking at the surroundings::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Miss T'Kern, it is a pleasure to have you in this crew!
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::still sitting under the tree, resting his leg:: EO: Try and figure out how to get back to the ship, Mai.
CNS_Selar says:
::she waits in the Turbo Lift hoping it will reach the Bridge soon::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#Voice 1:  So what happens next?  I mean, what else can I see here?
CTO_Worthington says:
@Ens: Could be a trick.
Host Amy says:
::@watches as the others look around her back room::
Ensign_Henderson says:
@CTO: I doubt it sir. ::walks over to the FCO:: CTO: I agree with the FCO, we should go back and speak to Amy.
OPS_Nash says:
::decides to check on Ronik::  *Sickbay*:  What is the condition of Mr. Ronik?
FCO_Knight says:
@CTO:  There's absolutely nothing in this room....it's completely empty.
EO_Valentine says:
$ ::makes a face and gets back to her feet and pulls out her tricorder::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Tell me, please, don’t use sir. We are all equal here!
MO_T`Kern says:
:: looks up:: CMO:  Thank you Sir.  It is an honor to be on the Cherokee and I am glad to be here.
CNS_Selar says:
::The Turbo Lift finally stops and she waits for a moment as the doors open. She then steps out of the Turbo Lift and takes a look around the Bridge::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Caitians hmm!
CTO_Worthington says:
@FCO: What? ::walks to the back and enters the room::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#<Voice 1>: XO: It's entirely up to you.  You can do anything, see anyone you want.  What do you want to do?
Ensign_Henderson says:
@::follows the CTO into the back room::
FCO_Knight says:
@Amy:  This is most strange.  There is nothing back here, so why did you want us back here?
TO_Mikan says:
::moans in his unconscious state having lucid dreams::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Please use Jovan. Let’s concentrate on the source of the illness!
Ensign_Henderson says:
@::looks around the room, thinking that it looks rather strange::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::gets up from where he was sitting and walks over to Terumo, only slightly limping:: CEO: What do you think about our predicament?
Host Amy says:
@FCO:  Sir, I was taught manners, and I was going to offer you tea and something to eat.  I didn't know I would be facing an inquisition.
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Is he awake?
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Yes sir......er Jovan sir.
EO_Valentine says:
$ ::walks all around the beach, scanning for anything out of the ordinary::
CNS_Selar says:
::she then walks around the Bridge heading for the command ring area where her chair is::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Just Jovan! ::Smiles::
FCO_Knight says:
@Amy:  Forgive me, I didn't mean to make it sound like an inquisition, I just thought it was strange.  There is no place for us to even sit down to enjoy any tea.
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Incorporates the scans he got from the EO with the scans he is running on the Alpha Waves.::
CTO_Worthington says:
@::hears Amy and resists provoking the argument further:: FCO/Ens: Continue here, I am going to have a look around.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#Voice 1: I don't know, I didn't have much chance for forethought.  ::Laughs.::  To be honest, right now I should be in the middle of a debriefing right now.  That  had most of my thought taken up.
Ensign_Henderson says:
@::looks over at Amy:: Amy: I think we would all enjoy a drink and something to eat.
FCO_Knight says:
@CTO:  Understood sir.
Host Amy says:
ACTION: Before the CTO can leave the back room, all three are transported to Pern.
CEO_Terumo says:
$::turns around to face the CO:: CO: Well, at least it's quiet... and we know where you are. Have you got any ideas?
OPS_Nash says:
::drums her fingers awaiting a response from Sickbay regarding Ronik's condition::
CTO_Worthington says:
$ALL: What the?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He looks over scans on TO:: Out loud: Hmm!
CNS_Selar says:
::she notices the Bridge is kind of empty.. she walks down and notices Kyleigh in the Command Chair::
FCO_Knight says:
$::arrives on Pern::  CTO/Ens:  What just happened?
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Jovan, I have run several scans and besides the scans, I sense his emotions and he is dreaming.  These visions he has are very disturbing.
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Notices the CTO, FCO.::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::appears on Pern:: CTO/FCO: No clue!
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::smiles:: CEO: I like quiet... ::hears an exclamation behind him and turns around:: All: Well, fancy meeting you here!
EO_Valentine says:
$::looks up and sees the new arrivals. Notices the CTO and hides behind a rock::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#<Voice 1> XO: Now that's not the little one I remember, you could barely concentrate on things for more than a few minutes at one time.
CMO_Brabas says:
MO:I am not so sure but let’s check something. And in the mean time let’s cool him down. That fever is to high!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks over at the CO and the others that are here:: Self: Great.
OPS_Nash says:
<LtJG McBride>  ::the officer manning OPS turns to look at Kyleigh::  OPS:  Anything wrong, Ma'am?
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  Sir, can you just tell me where here is?
CTO_Worthington says:
$FCO/Ens.: Man, I can't believe it. I should have beaten that smarmy shopkeeper when I had the chance.
CEO_Terumo says:
$ ::turns to where the CO is looking::
FCO_Knight says:
$CTO:  Perhaps you are right sir.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$FCO: This, Aaron, is Pern. Most of us have been here before.
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Jovan, look here. ::points to the nape of the TO's neck::  His hair is falling out.
EO_Valentine says:
$::peeks out from behind the rock cautiously::
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Captain, as you can see we decided to join you on your vacation.
OPS_Nash says:
McBride: Just this whole thing of not knowing.
CNS_Selar says:
::she walks slowly over to Kyleigh and smiles:: OPS: Lieutenant J.G. Jennifer Selar reporting for duty, ma'am.
CMO_Brabas says:
::Looks on it:: MO: What is it?
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  Forgive me for asking sir, this is all new to me.  At least it looks as if everyone is okay.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::looks around:: All: Where is Mai?
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Let’s test his blood!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::stays next to the FCO, since she does not know many members of the Senior Staff but him and the CTO::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$FCO: No need for apologies. What we do need to figure out is how to get back. ::looks at Kevin:: CSO: Any luck with your scans?
OPS_Nash says:
::looks up and halfway smiles but it doesn't hide the stress she is in::  CNS:  Wonderful, welcome back.
FCO_Knight says:
$::sees the Ens approach and smiles::
EO_Valentine says:
$::sees Christina Henderson and grins::
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Scratches his head and moves his tricorder.:: CO: She was just over here.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
# <Voice 2> XO: But that's what I remember, single minded, unwilling to even pause for a minute in his studies.  No chance for a relaxing moment to regroup his efforts.
CNS_Selar says:
::face drops a little at Kyleigh:: OPS: What's wrong, Kyleigh?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He grabs a hypo and takes out some blood from right spot on his neck::
FCO_Knight says:
$Ens:  Have you been here before as well?
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Let’s check it out!
OPS_Nash says:
<LtJG McBride>  OPS:  Noted.  ::he says as he turns forward again to focus on his work::
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Good to see that you are uninjured, sir. Where is Commander Ayidee?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks to the laboratory::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at Knight:: FCO: No.. At least not that I remember.
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Jovan, I did the blood tests twice and both times they came back with totally different readings.
CSO_Nash says:
$CO: None yet, sir. I'm incorporating all data in the hopes of finding a common denominator though.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$EO: Mai! Where are you?! ::turns in a full circle::
OPS_Nash says:
McBride:  Sorry, Angus, things will get better.
OPS_Nash says:
<LtJG McBride>  ::he just smiles::
EO_Valentine says:
$::pulls a Twinkie out of her pocket and chews on it as she watches the group::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#Voice 2: That was a long time ago, Sastassa.  In yet another lifetime.  Seems like I'm using that phrase a lot lately.
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: And what was the analysis!?
FCO_Knight says:
$Ens:  Well, here we are anyway.  Wonder how we'll get back.
CEO_Terumo says:
$::Looks around and doesn't see Mai:: Self: Now what?!
CTO_Worthington says:
$FCO: Can you sense the EO around here?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::walks to the tree again:: All: We need to figure out how we got here, and how to get back. ::waves at the ground:: Have a seat in my office. ::smiles slightly::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::thinks for a moment:: FCO: Well the Cherokee does not know we are here.. well they do know the Captain is though.
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  Well, in a nutshell, people enter that Turbolift heading to the Station and vanish.  Kevin is among them. ::she points to the turbolift::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Lets check the data base for Caitian sicknesses on ships computer!
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  A wing of dragons fly overhead, ignoring the Captain and crew.
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Aye, sir. ::has a seat on the beach::
CNS_Selar says:
::has an odd expression on her face:: OPS: I just came from the Starbase. Everything was fine while I was there.
FCO_Knight says:
$CTO:  I'm definitely sensing her here somewhere sir.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::looks up to see the dragons, knowing they can't see the crew under the trees:: Self: Nice to be here, be better back home.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#Voices: But this is now, in a life I choose.  I need to get back...soon.
EO_Valentine says:
$::hops on top of the rock keeping an eye on the CTO::
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Jovan, I know that his Caitian cells are well, they have been changed on the subatomic level, and his DNA is slightly changed.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks back to the Laboratory ::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::sits down on the sand::
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  From what I understand, its people going to the station that are the ones disappearing.
CTO_Worthington says:
$FCO: Maybe we should look for her. Do you sense that she is in any danger?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$EO: Mai, come here please. We need to brain storm. ::sits with his back against the tree.
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Hmm I was afraid of it! Last anomaly took us by surprise!
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Jovan, what I don't know is the source of the infection and why he has such a weight loss.
FCO_Knight says:
$CTO:  No danger at all sir.
CNS_Selar says:
OPS: That is odd. ::thinks for a minute:: OPS: How many senior officers are we exactly missing?
TO_Mikan says:
::begins to convulse slightly::
EO_Valentine says:
$::looks at the CTO:: CTO: Why do you care? ::hops over and curls next to the CO::
FCO_Knight says:
$::sits down next to the CO and EO::
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  All but us and Jovan.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at the EO and smiles slightly::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#<Voice 1> XO: But not yet?  Good, I'm glad.
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Sits and pensively looks at the Captain.::
CTO_Worthington says:
$EO: Why do you think? I care about all of my crewmates.
MO_T`Kern says:
CMO: Jovan, I don't think that this is due to the Caitian leukemia disease.  It has to be something different.
CNS_Selar says:
OPS: Do we have any idea how we are suppose to get them back? ::sits down in her chair already looking stressed::
CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: Please list all illness that is similar to Caitian weight loss and high fevers!
OPS_Nash says:
::an idea comes to her::  *CMO*:  Bridge to Dr. Brabas.
FCO_Knight says:
$CO/CTO:  I'm curious....we did not drink any tea, but yet we were transported here.
EO_Valentine says:
$CTO: But you like to yell at Mai and Mai didn't do anything wrong ::scoots closer to the CO::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::looks at the assembled crew:: All: We need to figure out how we got here, which will give us a clue how to get back.
CMO_Brabas says:
*OPS*: Go ahead!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at the CO:: CO: It has to be something to do with Amy, sir.
CTO_Worthington says:
$EO: I never yelled at you, I just asked you to do what you are supposed to do.
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  I don't know but we are going to look for them as soon as I get the doctor up here.
CEO_Terumo says:
$ ::moves closer to the EO and bends a little:: EO: Mai, please do me a favor. Don't run off like that without telling someone. I need my little Caitian nearby.
CSO_Nash says:
$FCO: You did not drink the tea? Hmmm. Interesting.
OPS_Nash says:
*CMO*:  Report to the Bridge
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::looks puzzled.:: FCO / CTO / Henderson: You didn't drink anything? Yet you are here.
CNS_Selar says:
OPS: Understood. ::thinks, wondering if everyone is ok::
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: In any way, let's do one thing .If we have virus on our hands let’s think about quarantine!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$CO: We didn't drink anything, sir.
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Yes, sir. I believe that the shopkeeper has transported us here for her amusement.
EO_Valentine says:
$::looks confused:: CEO: Mai's not a Caitian
FCO_Knight says:
$All:  Yes, and Amy was with us back there, yet she is not here.
CSO_Nash says:
$CO: Just before you drank the tea, what did Amy tell you?
Ensign_Henderson says:
$All: Maybe that room is a type of gateway or something?
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#Voice 1:  In a way, this is part of my new life.  Exploring the unknown.  Well, to the best of my knowledge this IS unknown.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$All: I think it is something more than just amusement.
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Sir, I am still confused. Where is Commander Ayidee?
CEO_Terumo says:
$::grins:: EO: Let's keep that between us. Are you ok?
CNS_Selar says:
::moves her console over to her and looks at the scans::
CMO_Brabas says:
*OPS*: I am afraid that this could not be possible. We have a virus at our hand and I think that we should quarantine anyone in Sick bay!
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CSO: Just let me think about it for a moment.
CSO_Nash says:
$CO: Take your time. It may be important.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CTO: That answer has to do with why I came here in the first place. Mr. Whittiker is also not here.
CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: Please activate quarantine field around Sick bay!
OPS_Nash says:
*CMO*:   I gave you an order, I expect to see you in FIVE minutes.
EO_Valentine says:
$CEO: Mai doesn't like the CTO yelling at Mai.  ::scoots next to the CEO:: Is Boss okay?
MO_T`Kern says:
::passes the scanner over the TO once again::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#Voices: Only problem is, I'm part of a team.  My Captain, I think, is somewhere in this...anomaly?  Place?  Somewhere here.  I need to know he's all right before I explore my own desires.
Host SM-Trish says:
<Computer> CMO:  Unable to comply, there is no unknown danger to sickbay.
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Thinks back to the last thing that was said before he disappeared and wound up here.::
CNS_Selar says:
OPS: Do you have an idea?
CMO_Brabas says:
*OPS*: I will be there!
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  We are going to the station the moment he gets here.
CEO_Terumo says:
$EO: Just fine, just fine. Come on... ::gives a hand to the EO::
FCO_Knight says:
$::continues to listen to the conversations::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$All: First things first. ::looks at the new arrivals:: CTO/FCO/Henderson: Tell me something. You didn't drink the tea, but something had to make you come here... what were you thinking about just before you got here.
CMO_Brabas says:
MO: Please check what computer found and please call me if you need assistance. Sick bay is yours!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$CSO: Why would it matter what everyone said, sir? The Commander and Ensign Knight did not tell her anything but we are here.
EO_Valentine says:
$::takes the CEO's hand:: CEO: Did Boss find anything? Mai wants to go home.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at the CO:: CO: Finding you, sir.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
#::Rises.::  If I'm here, he must be close by.  Although I'd guess he sees something different.  What would he have thought of to bring him too?  I don't know, wait, I got it.  ::Concentrates on the Captain.::
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Nothing, we went into the back room and then when I left I ended up here.
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  Honestly Captain, it was trying to locate you.  ::looks over at Henderson::
CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks out from Sick bay and goes to TL::
CMO_Brabas says:
TL: Bridge!
CNS_Selar says:
OPS: Do you think that is wise, Kyleigh? Maybe a few of us should go but surely someone is needed to watch the Cherokee and monitor the biosigns to see if anything can be determined by the ship's sensors.
CEO_Terumo says:
$EO: Well, we're welcoming all ideas right now ::sighs::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::nods thoughtfully:: CEO/CSO/EO: And you three?
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  Tio fades from his present surroundings and appears in the cove where the rest of the crew are.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He looks over analysis on his PADD and finds one remark to TO illness::
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  Let's get near the TL so when he gets here we enter just as I say, "You have the Bridge:"  ::she says as she moves to the TL::
OPS_Nash says:
CNS:  We are going Jen.
EO_Valentine says:
$CO: Mai told the Lady to bring everyone home.
CTO_Worthington says:
$XO: Commander. How did you get here?
CNS_Selar says:
::smiles at Kyleigh:: OPS: I understand now. ::walks over to the Turbo Lift door::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$All:  Fancy meeting you here.  I was just looking for the Captain, but it's good to see we have more help.  ::Pauses.::  CO:
Host XO_Ayidee says:
CO: Are they real or part of your dream world?
FCO_Knight says:
$::sees the XO appear::
CMO_Brabas says:
*MO*: Try and check the TO for Caitian Leukemia Virus, Please!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at the XO appear::
EO_Valentine says:
$::sees the XO:: XO: Little Kitty!
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::looks up:: XO: Well... with all the others here... I think I'm real. ::smiles:: Welcome.
FCO_Knight says:
$Self:  This is getting stranger by the minute.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He exit TL and walks on to the Bridge::
CNS_Selar says:
::grabs a phaser and tricorder from under a console next to the Turbo Lift::
CSO_Nash says:
$CNS/CO: I don't think it is what was said but where our thoughts went before we transported. My last thought was of you and your team. You were the first person therefore I am here.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CTO: This is some sort of fantasy world, which tries to give you what you ask for.  I just thought I wanted to find the Captain.
CMO_Brabas says:
::He looks for OPS::
MO_T`Kern says:
::reading the scan she sees that the Caitian does indeed have the disease::  Self: I have to get ..........wait EO Valentine is a Cait.  Maybe she carries the antibodies.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$CSO: Very strange, sir.
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: Sir, last time we were on Pern, is was because of the Prophets. Maybe they are messing with us again?
OPS_Nash says:
::she bumps into him as she enters the TL::
FCO_Knight says:
$XO:  To be honest with you sir, this is not my idea of a fantasy.
CNS_Selar says:
::walks into the Turbo Lift with Kyleigh::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CTO: I don't think so, the prophets only act when one enters the worm hole near Bajor.
CMO_Brabas says:
OPS: Sorry. You call for me!
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  OPS bumps into the CMO, driving him into the TL with her and the CNS.  The doors close.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$FCO: How did you get here?  Let me guess, you were searching for us and met the shopkeeper?
CMO_Brabas says:
::He smiles::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$FCO: It is mine... this place is from a 20th century novel.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::listens to everyone speak::
CMO_Brabas says:
OPS: But you are married! ::Smiles::
CTO_Worthington says:
$XO: So, have you tried asking to be returned to the ship?
EO_Valentine says:
$::hands the CEO a Twinkie::
OPS_Nash says:
::she notices that the doctor is with them in the TL::  CMO:  I called for you to take command but it seems that we are going to the station.
FCO_Knight says:
$XO:  That is correct sir.  I've never been here and have no idea how we ended up here.
CNS_Selar says:
::looks at the CMO:: CMO: Nice to see you Doctor. ::looks back at Kyleigh:: OPS: This should be an interesting trip.
OPS_Nash says:
::ignores the CMO last comment::    ALL:  Keep an eye out, we don't know what to expect once we get to the station.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CTO: Trent, you may have a point there, but I'm not sure if we'll return to the ship.
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  That makes a little more sense to me sir.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CTO: Not yet.  FCO: What you wanted, then, was to find the Captain, right?  And that's what you got.  It seems to interpret what you need fairly well.
MO_T`Kern says:
*CMO*: Jovan, I have finished the scans again.  Mikan does in fact have the Leukemia but I have a slight problem with the cure.  I need to take a blood sample from the EO.
CEO_Terumo says:
$::grabs the Twinkie and takes a byte:: Self: Hum, I wonder how many of these we'll have over here? EO: Thanks!
OPS_Nash says:
CNS: That's only the half of it.
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION: The TL doors open onto an empty station as OPS, the CMO and CNS exit.
CSO_Nash says:
$ All: Was not your first thought of the Captain. Except for the XO and Mr. Whittiker?
CMO_Brabas says:
@OPS: Wait for a minute. Is someone watching for our signatures. ::Looks to CNS:: CNS: Nice to see you too!
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO/XO: Heck, I'll try. Out Loud: I wanna go back to the Cherokee, lickety split!
CNS_Selar says:
@::looks around as she exits the TL::
EO_Valentine says:
$::tilts her head in thought:: CEO: Maybe Mai can dig her way home! ::drops to the sand and begins digging::
FCO_Knight says:
$XO:  Agreed.  So do you think if we thought about wanting to get back and we thought hard enough, would it be possible to get back that way?
TO_Mikan says:
::begins to convulse violently and almost falls off the bio-bed::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$:;stares at the EO trying to dig::
OPS_Nash says:
@::she walks out onto the eerily empty station::  ALL: This is weird.  Let's get moving.
MO_T`Kern says:
*CMO*: Jovan??????  Do you hear me??????
FCO_Knight says:
$::his thought is confirmed after hearing the CTO::
CNS_Selar says:
@OPS: It was not like this when I left at all. ::continues to walk::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$EO: Mai! What on earth are you doing... ::smiles slightly:: I should say, what on Pern.
CEO_Terumo says:
$ Self: oh my... ::kneels down and picks up Mai, still waving her hands in the air:: EO: Now, Mai, that won't get us anywhere. Trust us, girl.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$FCO: I'm not sure.  The place also seems to know what you really want, whether you think it is or not.
EO_Valentine says:
$::looks up at the CEO:: Oh. Mai really wants to go home.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$XO: Well if we want to get home why aren't we there, sir?
FCO_Knight says:
$XO:  Hmmm, that is interesting sir.
CMO_Brabas says:
@*MO*:Respond please!
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO/XO: Is there like a secret password you have to use to talk to the magical beings to grant your wishes?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::grins:: All: Anybody have a pair of ruby slippers?
CNS_Selar says:
@::uses her mind to see if she senses anything interesting or any lifeforms::
Host SM-Trish says:
ACTION:  OPS hears someone singing a song.
MO_T`Kern says:
::sensing that she is all alone on the Cherokee she realizes that she has to work quickly and stabilize the TO::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::Looks toward OPS and CNS:: CNS/OPS: What is happening!?
FCO_Knight says:
$::looks at the Captain and chuckles::  CO:  Sorry sir.
EO_Valentine says:
$CO: I have a pink tricorder ::hands it to the CO::
OPS_Nash says:
@CNS:  Noted.  ::they continue to walk around when they happen upon some singing and she follows it::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$ Henderson: Like I said, the place interpret things.  CTO: No, I don't think so.  The technology seems able to read your thoughts...even the deepest ones.
CNS_Selar says:
@CMO: We are looking for the rest of the crew Doctor.
OPS_Nash says:
@CMO:  Good question, we are going to find out.
CTO_Worthington says:
::starts concentrating really hard:: XO: Ok, well then they can read this!
Host CO_Lyon says:
$EO: Thanks Mai. ::holds it in his hand for a moment then hands it back::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He pulls out his Tricorder and begins to scan for life forms::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$Self: Strange.
CEO_Terumo says:
$::holds the EO close:: EO: Get a grip, Mai, we're getting home, that's for sure. Now, we just got to find the way back...
MO_T`Kern says:
::sees that the TO is struggling on the bio bed and activates the restraining field::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CO: Sorry sir, finding shoes that are comfortable is a lost cause for me.
CMO_Brabas says:
@OPS: I was afraid that you would say that!
TO_Mikan says:
::is held still by the restraining field::
EO_Valentine says:
$::takes the tricorder from the CO and taps on it:: Tricorder: Take us home... Bad Tricorder! ::tosses it across the beach::
CTO_Worthington says:
$XO: Nope, must be broken. I really did want a drink.
CNS_Selar says:
@::thinks " I just got back and I am already stressed. It's good to be back "::
OPS_Nash says:
@::she enters a shop, with the others tagging along, where this singing seems to originate::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$EO: Not it's fault.  It's just a tool.
MO_T`Kern says:
::working as fast as she can she does succeed in synthizing a medicine to stabilize the TO for a short period::
CNS_Selar says:
@::walks into the shop looking around::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::slumps against the tree, trying to remember the conversation with Amy::
Host Amy says:
@::turning she sees new people enter her shop::  OPS:  Welcome... may I help you?
CNS_Selar says:
@OPS: This shop looks familiar.
TO_Mikan says:
::body begins to relax::
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Begins scanning for known dimensional anomalies.::
EO_Valentine says:
$::sighs and looks up at the CEO:: CEO: It's Mai and Boss's job to get all of us home. Mai's not doing a very good job.
CEO_Terumo says:
$CO: Should we team up and scout the surroundings?
OPS_Nash says:
@Amy:  Have you seen others dressed like us come in here over the past hour or so?
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at the EO:: EO: Of course, it is not your fault.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$::Leaps into the branches and lounges, trying to get comfortable to think.::  All: This could be worse, after all.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CEO: I don't think so. Best we remain together.
MO_T`Kern says:
::turning on the video screen so she can watch what is happening outside the ship she gives the hypospray to the TO and turns her attention to the new problem that she has been presented with::
OPS_Nash says:
@::like a tall man with a goatee::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::Walks in shop taking scans:: OPS/CNS:This was an origin for it but I will not enter so ease in that room we all went to last time!
Host Amy says:
@OPS:  Many people have visited the shop today.  I have some very nice items for sale... but perhaps before you look, may I offer you and your friends tea?
EO_Valentine says:
$::tries to leap up the tree after the XO but slides down and lands in the sand::
FCO_Knight says:
$XO:  I guess you are right about that sir.
CNS_Selar says:
@::looks at Amy:: Amy: Do you know where the people that were here before went?
OPS_Nash says:
@CMO:  Doctor, get in here now.
MO_T`Kern says:
Self: Oh my God I am alone on the ship.  What do I do now.  Think clearly T'Kern, you are going to need it.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He walks toward OPS:: OPS: Yes!
CTO_Worthington says:
$XO: That's the wrong attitude. You don't really want to be here, do you?
TO_Mikan says:
::mumbles in his sleep:: Rrrotherrra, monistarrra. Begonas thirrrad.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::mumbles to himself:: Self: Walk in, talk, enter room, talk more, drink tea, end up here....
OPS_Nash says:
@CMO:  We are sticking together no exceptions, understood.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$::Reaches paw down for EO.::  All: Just be careful, as I said, the place tends to make you see things you don't think you want to.
FCO_Knight says:
$::looks at the Captain::  CO:  Sir?
MO_T`Kern says:
::grabs the scanner to record the words the TO is saying:::
CEO_Terumo says:
$EO: Come on Mai.. ::gives the EO a hand, again::
Host Amy says:
@OPS:  I have no idea where they are.  You look a little stressed, I have some nice tea that will calm your nerves ::turning she walks to the curtain and holds it aside::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CTO: Not for that long, but I've been in a whole lot worse places.
EO_Valentine says:
$::takes the XO's hand and scrambles up into the tree. finds an nice perch and looks around::
CNS_Selar says:
@::looks at Kyleigh and then tries to scan Amy's mind to see if she knows where everyone is::
MO_T`Kern says:
Self: What is he saying???? ::listens even more closely::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::glances up:: FCO: Yes?
CTO_Worthington says:
$All: Well, I know that I don't want to be here. I want to be back at my station, preparing for our next mission.
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  It's just that I heard you mumbling and I was wondering if everything was okay.
CMO_Brabas says:
@OPS: That is but I just have to tell you that entering further without checking first it would be a bad idea!
OPS_Nash says:
@Amy:  What we need is information about our friends.  ::thinks for a moment::  Amy: Maybe if we all join you for tea, we can find out if you have any information.
CNS_Selar says:
@CMO: Calm down Doctor.
OPS_Nash says:
@CMO:  Doctor, play along, and that's an order.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$FCO: Everything is fine. I was just running through what happened. I sometimes think better when I vocalize.
TO_Mikan says:
::mumbles loud enough for the UT to decipher:: I am here for you. You will not die, I promise.
Host Amy says:
@OPS:  I would be happy to tell you anything I know.  ::entering the backroom, she goes to the teapot and pours 3 teas.::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CTO: Our next mission was to be a shore leave, a time to relax as the ship is prepared for the next trip.
CMO_Brabas says:
@CNS:I will!
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::listens to everyone talking::
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  Understood sir.  ::hoping he was not out of line for asking::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CTO: Well, except the Captain and I, who were to meet with the Admiral.
CMO_Brabas says:
@Amy: Can I ask you something?
EO_Valentine says:
$XO: OOO shore leave for Mai? ::wags tail happily and climbs higher into the tree::
OPS_Nash says:
@::she follows Amy into the backroom, but she pushes the CMO ahead of her::
MO_T`Kern says:
::stands back completely startled::  What??  ::looks at the TO::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::smiles at Aaron:: FCO: Before you think you shouldn't have asked... its better that you do, than assuming everything is fine.
Host Amy says:
@::points to the chairs for them to take a seat::  CMO:  Yes you may, but please have your tea before it cools.
CTO_Worthington says:
$XO: Shoreleave is not a mission, it is a waste of time. I was talking about wherever Starfleet sent us to next. Out where we could make a difference.
CNS_Selar says:
@::smiles at the CMO and whispers to OPS:: OPS: I cannot sense anything from the shopkeeper. ::follows the two::
CEO_Terumo says:
$EO: Mai, are you ok up there?
FCO_Knight says:
$::perks up a bit::  CO:  Yes sir!  ::smiles::
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Hears the CO and FCO.:: CO: That's all sir? You weren't given a choice of destination? I was.
MO_T`Kern says:
::still looking at the TO::  TO:  What did you say?????????
OPS_Nash says:
@::whispers::  CNS:  Noted, lets not offend our hostess hospitality.  ::Kyleigh sits down::
FCO_Knight says:
$::makes note of how much a workaholic the CTO is::
CMO_Brabas says:
@Amy: The Tea is made of What? I have an allergic reaction to some types of plants!
CNS_Selar says:
@::sits down next to OPS:: OPS: Of course not.
EO_Valentine says:
$CEO: Yes Boss Mai is fine ::spots something out of the corner of her eye:: Mai sees something Boss! Mai sees something! ::hops up and down on the branch, which breaks quickly, sending her tumbling to land in the CEO's arms::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::pats Aaron on the arm, and returns to his rationalizing of what happened, be hears Kevin's question:: CSO: I was told that I could go where I wanted to... but there was something else. Something that nags at the back of my mind.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CTO: No, shoreleave is a time to recover our strength, so to speak.  ::Laughs.::  I can't believe I'm the one saying this!  I must have heard it a thousand times in the past... and never believed it for a minute.
Host Amy says:
@CMO:  It is chamomile tea... no one as far as I know has a problem with it. ::she takes a sip of the tea::
CSO_Nash says:
$CO: Interesting.
MO_T`Kern says:
:: opens her mind and tries to unravel the mixed emotions and visions she is getting from the TO::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::Takes sits next to CNS::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CSO: Or was it, if I think about it, I will go where I most wanted to... I can't remember! ::punches the sand::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CO: What was that, sir?  I don't recall anything unusual said by the shopkeeper.
MO_T`Kern says:
Computer: I hope you are getting all this in a log.
FCO_Knight says:
$CO:  Sir, perhaps if I tried to read your thoughts, I might be able to pull out what is nagging at the back of your mind.
CMO_Brabas says:
@Amy: Then you don't mind if I scan it first. Do you? ::Smiles::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$XO: Didn't she say, that we will go where we most wanted to if we thought about it?
Host Amy says:
@CMO:  Not at all. ::smiling at him::
MO_T`Kern says:
<Computer>: Yes it is all being recorded.
CTO_Worthington says:
$XO: All I know is that I am ready to get back to work.
CSO_Nash says:
$CO: That is more likely. This place does not exist other than in the 20th Century novels.
CNS_Selar says:
@::looks over at the CMO:: CMO: Doctor calm your nerves. You have no reason to be nervous.
CMO_Brabas says:
@::He takes out a probe from Tricorder and begins to scan::
OPS_Nash says:
@::she notices Amy taking a sip of the tea and grabs her cup in front of her::  Amy:  You see, one of our friends is more than friend to me, my husband is among them.  You can't miss him, he stands nearly seven feet tall.  Have you seen him?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::glances at Aaron:: FCO: Wanna get the one up on the Captain? ::grins before the pilot can explain.:: Perhaps you should.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::wonders if they are going to spend the rest of their lives here::
CMO_Brabas says:
@::Looks at CNS with calm look at CNS::
CEO_Terumo says:
$::falls to the ground, with Mai conveniently sitting on her lap:: All: Auuuuu! EO: Nice landing...Ouch.
Host Amy says:
@OPS:  Yes, I believe I did.  He is hard to miss.  ::her laughter sounds like tinkling bells::  And very polite he was as well.
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CO: What I meant is I didn't pay much attention to her words.  I was looking about, trying to find a clue as to where we were.
EO_Valentine says:
$CEO: Boss are you okay! ::hops to her feet and helps him up::
CNS_Selar says:
@::smiles glad to hear that the CSO is still polite::
MO_T`Kern says:
::a tear falls from her face as she is reliving his life prior to his joining SF::  Self:  Oh my god. Such pain, such terrible pain.
CEO_Terumo says:
$::rolls in pain when the EO steps over his hand standing up:: EO: THANKS!
OPS_Nash says:
@::smiles::  Amy:  That's him but get him angry, you wouldn't want to be around him.  ::as she takes a sip of her tea as she encourages the CNS and CMO to do the same::
FCO_Knight says:
$::concentrates on the Captains thoughts::
EO_Valentine says:
$::whimpers and backs off:: CEO: Mai so sorry Boss, Mai not do it again.
CNS_Selar says:
@::looks over at Amy and takes a sip of her tea.. not liking it much but wants to be polite::
Host Amy says:
@CNS:  Perhaps some honey for your tea?
CMO_Brabas says:
@CNS: I think if we can’t get any connection to the ship we have already entered the anomaly. So I am just a little overwhelmed with emotions. You can understand that? ::Smiles and takes a cup in his hand::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CO: So this place is out of a book?  Are you certain?  It seems real enough.
CTO_Worthington says:
$::sits and waits to hear what the FCO finds::
CMO_Brabas says:
@Out laud: Here it goes. ::Takes a sip form it::
CEO_Terumo says:
$:: stretches out on the ground:: Self: No one told me this was going to be as hazardous as this... EO: At least help me up girl...
CNS_Selar says:
@Amy: Sure. ::smiles at Amy::
OPS_Nash says:
@::she starts to think about when she finally got the courage to tell Kevin how she felt about him and how he returned the same sentiment, and she smiles at that thought::
CNS_Selar says:
@CMO: That could be understood but remember you have a reputation as a Starfleet officer. ::smiles::
EO_Valentine says:
$::extends her hand to the CEO:: CEO: Mai was trying to help Boss.
Host Amy says:
ACTION: From out of nowhere, fire lizards appear near the crew, seeing the people they squawk and go between.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$XO: It might be from a book, but to me it was real enough. My first holodeck program I made I used this as a template.
FCO_Knight says:
$::something catches his interest, but it's not what he's trying to figure out::  CO:  I'm sorry sir, but it seems as if you have that part blocked very well so I am unable to tell you anything.  ::smiles::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::looks at the lizards and screams::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$::Rolls off the branch, surprised by the lizards.::
Host Amy says:
ACTION:  As OPS thinks of Kevin, all three disappear.
CTO_Worthington says:
$::sees the lizards and grabs his phaser::
MO_T`Kern says:
Self: I need to get a hold of the crew on the planet.  Now how the devil do I do that?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$FCO: Seems to me all the time I spent around telepaths counts against me this time.
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Hears the squawking and sees the lizards disappear.:: CO: Is that a bad  thing?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CTO: Hold it!
Host Amy says:
ACTION:  OPS, CNS and the CMO appear on an ice planet... in the middle of a blizzard.
FCO_Knight says:
$::smiles::  CO:  I wouldn't say against you sir.
CEO_Terumo says:
$EO: ... thanks ... ::jumps to the ground again, avoiding the lizards::
CTO_Worthington says:
$::waits to see what the lizards do::
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$CO: Those things look familiar, although smaller than the last time I saw one... in a relative manner.
CEO_Terumo says:
$All: What was that?
Host CO_Lyon says:
$All: Those were just firelizards, the same as Gereth. They are harmless.
EO_Valentine says:
$::hears the lizards:: All: Gereth!
CMO_Brabas says:
%::As he appears on a slippery surface, the wind gets him down on his back::
CNS_Selar says:
%::appears on an ice planet in the middle of a blizzard. She feels the cold::
CTO_Worthington says:
$::takes his hand of his phaser:: CO: Just making sure, sir.
CNS_Selar says:
%OPS/CMO: Is.... everyone.......ok? ::takes out her tricorder and looks at the readings::
EO_Valentine says:
$::giggles:: All: Gereth's buddies play with Mai!
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CTO: Understandable. ::looks around again:: Self: What did she say?!
CNS_Selar says:
%OPS/CMO: I......have......a.....reading....of....humans...about....a half....mile...away.
CMO_Brabas says:
%::The cold passes his body an he tries to get up from ground:: OPS/CNS: It is freezing out here!
CEO_Terumo says:
$::stands up:: Self: that was nice... I wonder how many of those are there...
EO_Valentine says:
$::runs after the lizards::
Ensign_Henderson says:
$::jumps away from the lizards screaming as they come by her::
FCO_Knight says:
$::watches as the EO chases after the lizards::
CMO_Brabas says:
%::He pulls out his Tricorder:: CNS: Where...is...it!
CEO_Terumo says:
$All: What's she doing?! ::starts to go after the EO::
OPS_Nash says:
%::she's shivering::  CMO/CNS: What is going on?
FCO_Knight says:
$Henderson:  Don't worry, I don't think they will hurt you.
CNS_Selar says:
%OPS: I am...not sure but I think we should go towards the human lifesigns.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CEO: If I didn't know better, she was chasing butterflies...
EO_Valentine says:
$Lizards: Gereth's friends will help Mai get back home! Come back Mai is friends.
Ensign_Henderson says:
$FCO: I hate animals! ::tries to stay away from them::
CEO_Terumo says:
$EO: What... are... you... doing!.... ::jumps and grabs Mai by her tail:: EO: Hold on, girl!
Host XO_Ayidee says:
$Henderson: You are an animal, a mammal to be exact.  We all are.
CMO_Brabas says:
%CNS/OPS: Agreed....it is better than to stand here for no reason!
CTO_Worthington says:
$CO: So, what do we do Captain? What are your orders?
Ensign_Henderson says:
$XO: I don't like lizards then! ::screams still::
MO_T`Kern says:
Self:  Blast the combadges work but no one is answering.  Maybe I should try reaching out to someone on the SB.
Host CO_Lyon says:
$::sighs deeply and sits under the tree again.:: Self: How am I going to get us out of this?
OPS_Nash says:
%::oh how she would love to be with Kevin right now, she barely had a chance to see him except when he left the Bridge to go find the Captain and his party, she smiles at that thought::
EO_Valentine says:
$::falls to the sand and looks at the CEO:: CEO: Boss! Mai thinks Gereth's friends can get us home!
FCO_Knight says:
$::hears CTO and awaits what the CO's order will be::
CSO_Nash says:
$:: Starts thinking of Kyleigh as he watches the others.::
MO_T`Kern says:
%~~~CNS: Can you hear me??~~~
CMO_Brabas says:
%CNS: Do you sense any one?
CNS_Selar says:
%::begins following where the Tricorder is telling her to go with the OPS and CMO::
Host CO_Lyon says:
$CTO: Let me think about it for a moment.
Host Amy says:
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